
Knowledge about UAPs seems to matter a lot

Those who “know less” about UAPs

TOP 10 WORDS 
Uncertainty (17%)
Fear (17%)
Scary (15%)
Chaos (9%)
Hope (9%)
Opportunity (7%)
Caution (7%)
Skepticism (7%)
Disbelief (6%)
Good (6%)
Based upon 73 respondents.



Knowledge matters . . .
Those who “know more” about UAPs

TOP 10 WORDS 
Transformation (22%)
Technology (13%)
Hope (11%)
Potential (9%)
Enlightenment (9%)
Uncertainty (9%)
Shock (7%)
Evolution (7%)
Exciting (7%)
Chaos (6%)
Based upon 73 respondents.



More knowledge leads to more 
positivity and less uncertainty

Implications Know More Know Less

Likely positive 18 items 0 items

Likely negative 4 items 2 items

Uncertain 22 items 42 items

Likely
positive

Uncertain



• The recognition of “We are not alone” might unite 
humanity, emphasizing our minor differences 
compared to the cosmos’s vast diversity of life.

• Could start global conversations on our collective 
cosmic role, and push towards planetary stewardship 
and disarmament.

• Might lead to deeper introspection about humanity’s 
purpose and destiny among the stars.

A shift in global awareness

Survey Implications
• “We are not alone.” narrative unites people.
• NHI says “Take care of the planet.”
• Humanity explores its deeper purpose.

THEME 1



• Decline in taboos around extraterrestrial life could 
open discussions on personal contact, promoting 
acceptance and healing.

• Mainstream society might embrace communication 
methods with NHI's, like meditation and indigenous 
practices.

 
• NHI's may become more openly present in response to 

our readiness.

Deeper engagement with NHI

Survey Implications
• UFO/ET taboo fades.
• Acceptance of abductions.
• Expanded NHI contact by humans.
• NHI more visibly present. 
• U.S Congress verifies recovered craft 

and bodies.
• Unlikely: NHI helps humanity with AI.

THEME 2



• STEM fields could see renewed interest and funding, 
spurring research in quantum science and advanced 
travel methods.

• Application of UAP technologies could revolutionize 
energy, transportation, and communication sectors. 

• Paranormal research might gain recognition, altering 
our understanding of consciousness and interactions 
with physical reality.

Boost to science and technology

Survey Implications
• Increased investment in STEM.
• Huge investment in UAP tech.
• Psi goes mainstream.
• Some success with reverse 

engineering 

THEME 3



• Human sensory abilities, like telepathy and psychic 
healing, may evolve due to the revelation of UAP's, 
and NHI’s.

• Investigations into inter-dimensional realities, and the 
nature of time and reincarnation could widen.

• New spiritual movements may merge ancient wisdom 
with modern multi-dimensional concepts, fostering a 
sense of cosmic unity.

Expanded sensing and consciousness

Survey Implications
• Expanded human sensing.
• Recognition of interdimensional realities.
• Integration of indigenous beliefs.
• Emergence of mystical religions.
• Interdependence of technology and 

consciousness.
• Cultural renaissance.

THEME 4



Survey Implications
• People tune out.
• Widespread video hoaxes.
• NHI demonized by religious extremes. 

THEME 5

Many people remain disengaged, 
others hostile

• Initial skepticism and disengagement could hinder the 
integration of UAP revelations.

• Misinformation and hoaxes may complicate disclosure 
authenticity.

• Extremist groups might show hostility towards contactees 
and acceptance of new realities.



• Optimism prevails that NHI's could be non-violent and 
supportive, potentially offering technologies to 
alleviate current global problems. 

• The existence of human-NHI hybrids may impact the 
disclosure narrative positively. 

• However, fears persist that some NHIs may be hostile 
or manipulative.

Survey Implications
• NHI found to be non-violent.
• NHI provides technology to help 

humanity.
• NHI technology leads to global 

solutions and UBI.
• Free energy technology.
• Study of crop circles.
• Hybrids participate in disclosure.
• NHI indifferent to humanity.
• Traumatic encounters with NHI. 

THEME 6

NHI intentions and capabilities 
remain uncertain



• The national security state may continue to control 
disclosure through misinformation and secrecy. 

• Might we discover that rogue elements within the 
military have been interact in with NHIs for mutual self-
interest? 

• On the other hand, defense contractors and 
government agencies might face backlash and 
demands for accountability and transparency.

Survey Implications
• Deep state controls narrative.
• Secret defense programs protected.
• Rogue military colludes with NHI.
• Backlash against deep state. 

THEME 7

Will the secret agenda of the 
national security state succeed?



• Positive: Ancient civilizations stories might be 
reassessed, and nuclear disarmament efforts 
could strengthen. 

• Negative: Community divisions and violence, 
increased economic inequalities, and market 
upheavals due to technological disruption.

Survey Implications

Positive
• Humanity honors its galactic history.
• Treaties reduce nuclear weapons.
• UN/Vatican take a leadership role.

Negative
• Disclosure fractures society.
• Worsening inequalities lead to social revolt. 
• Hybrid witch hunts.
• Rich get richer.
• Stock market collapses.
• Decline in state sovereignty. 

THEME 8

Unknown social impacts



• Recent cases
• 1940’s
• Mass sightings
• Nuclear connections
• Underwater
• Hoaxes

• Exo planets
• Esoteric science
• Meta-materials
• Bob Lazar
• Crash retrievals

• Abduction cases
• John Mack
• Hybrids
• Abduction and NDEs
• Skinwalker Ranch
• ET typology
• Motivations?

• Religions
• Hollywood
• Academia
• Nat’l Security State
• Media coverage
• Future direction?

www.whatsupwithufos.com



• What it means to be human

• The sovereignty of the nation-state

• The authority of religions

• The range of species involved and their motivations

• The possible presence of hybrids on our planet

• An upheaval in the sciences

• Possible existing military collaborations with NHI

A set of challenges to our core notions of reality 



Number of Key UAP Events

Dripping . . . Rushing . . . Streaming . . . 

7 2 8 22 53
8442 ?

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 20242017 2018
Source: Sean Esbjorn-Hargens

Will we suddenly hit a tipping point in worldviews?


